


Activated carbons for biogas desulphurization 

Proven products: We have decade-long experience 
 in   the  application of  impregnated activated carbons 
 for the desulphurization  of gases. Our know-how finds 
 itself in  our products. Our  products are applied in plants 
through out Europe. 

Assured quality “Made in Germany”: We  activate and 
 impregnate our products in our own plant and monitor 
care fully the production. Only an exact and sophisticated 
im pregnation guarantees a stable performance which is 
continuously  monitored in our  laboratory. 

Fair pricing: CarboTech stands for quality and will 
 continue  to be. We are continuously working to adapt 
our prices so that you can buy for the best price without 
compromising on the product characteristics. 

Removal of siloxanes: There is also an equal demand 
for our basic activated  carbons for the removal of 
 siloxanes.

THE ADVANTAGES  
ARE CLEAR!
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CarboTech is one of Europes leading supplier of powdered, granu-
lated and  extruded activated carbons. The company  operates 
 integrated production plants for the manufac  turing,  processing 
and packaging of customised activated carbons, activated cokes 
and Carbon  Molecular Sieves.

Quality: Since CarboTech works  consistently with its customers 
 interests at heart, our top priority is to constantly improve opera-
tional achievements. High demands of product and service  quality 
go without saying for every employee.

Experience: CarboTech combines experiences from production, 
 application and process engineering. From a strategic point of view, 
it has traditional requirements as much in its sights as it does 
 innovative services. The commitment of  experts with a precise 
knowledge of practical conditions is highly prized by our customers.

Cost-effectiveness: The use of our special activated carbon products 
makes permanently reliable and cost-effective  solutions possible.
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Furthermore we offer thorough and expert advice to all  the  aspects 
regarding the selection and application of our products. 
We are looking forward to hearing from you. 


